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1. Your Name: Wei WANG 

 

2. Current employer and position: Deputy Chief Engineer, Director of Operation Center, CNNIC 

 

3. Type of work performed: 

I am responsible for evaluating and operating CDN (Chinese Domain Name) registration and resolution 

services in CNNIC. 

4. Identify any financial ownership and/or senior management/leadership that are interested parties in 

IDN Variant TLDs related topics: 

No financial ownership interests. 

CNNIC is an interested party in IDN variant TLD related topics but I hold neither senior management nor 

leadership role in CNNIC.  

5. Identify any type of commercial or non-commercial interest in IDN Variant TLDs related topics. Are 

you representing other parties? Describe any arrangements/agreements between you and any 

other group, constituency or person(s) regarding your nomination/selection as a team member: 

As the employee of CNNIC, I represent CNNIC.  

As the co-secretary of CDNC (Chinese Domain Name Consortium), I also represent CDNC, in this capacity I 

share CDNC's experience and advice of Chinese variant handling to the case study team. 

6. IDN Variant Case Study Team members are expected to demonstrate knowledge or expertise in 

aspects related to the IDN Variants. Please, identify any knowledge, expertise or experience you 

have that would be relevant to the work on IDN Variant TLDs Issues Project: 

I am a member of the engineering team that designed and implemented the registration and resolution service 

for .CN and .zhongguo(.中国/中國). Such system currently processes 2 billion DNS queries per day. I am also 

one of the main authors of DNS operation and security standards of China Communication Standards 

Association.  

7. Describe any tangible or intangible benefit that you receive from participation in such processes, 

for example, if you are an academic or NGO and use your position to advance your ability to 

participate, this should be a part of the statement of interest, just as should employment by an 

organization that has an interest in IDN Variant TLDs: 

CNNIC has been providing second level Chinese domain name service under .CN since 2003 and 

under .zhongguo(.中国/中國) TLD since 2010. As one of the major ccTLD registries, CNNIC is looking forward 

to becoming new gTLD registry and providing further CDN service to internet community. As a core member of 



CDNC, CNNIC also wishes to share CDNC's experience and advice with the Chinese Variant Case Study 

team. By participating in such processes, I fulfill my duties both to CNNIC and CDNC, and improve my 

understanding and ability on CDN. 


